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• 
FOREWORD 
On recommendation of the Newfoundland Fisheries 
Development ComIT\ittee, the Governments of Canada and New-
foundland joined in carrying out a survey in July and August, 
1952, of the more important communities on the northeast .coast 
of the Province of Newfoundland. While the emphasis was placed 
on the commercial fisheries of these communities, factual infor-
mation was also compiled on the harbour facilities' forestry' 
agriculture and the social aspects of community life. The notes 
included in the report are intended to provide the Development 
Committee, and later the various departments of the two govern-
ments, with data for their guidance in planning and carrying out 
a programme of fisheries development. 
It should be understood that, in view of the relatively 
short time available to cover this large area, the survey was of 
necessity more of a reconnaissance than an exhaustive study of 
each individual community. 
• 
The departments of the federal government were re-
presented as follows: Fisheries - D.R. Buchanan; Public Works -
E. V. Gilbert; Resources and Development - J.M. Robinson; 
Agriculture - H. W.R. Chancey and I.Green. The government of 
Newfoundland was represented as follows: Fisheries and Co-oper-
atives - C. Storey; Economic Development - N. Short; Agriculture-
R. Carnell; Forestry - E. Corcoran; and Public Welfare - R. L. 
Andrews and W. Rockwood. 
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HARBOUR FACILITIES 
Nlif!IJ~ OF PLACE: 
EXISTIJ\TG WHARVES~ 
E)(ISTING BREAK1tviJ.TERS: 
i\PPROJ\.CHES FROlVf THE SEil. ~ 
FOG CONDITIONS~ 
STORM CONDTTIONS: 
IC E C01'TDITIO l~·s ~ 
TIDAL PECULIARITIES: 
NATURE OF BOTTOM: 
POSS IBI LITIES OF PROVIDING 
WHJiRFAGE i\.ND SHELTF;R: 
DREDGING REQUIRED: 
AVi\. ILABILI TY OF CONSTRlJC TION 
iVlh T~I-l T ALS: 
EVG. August 12, 1952. 
Keels. o o 
Latitude 48 36'N. Longitude 53 24'W. 
Chart iro. 293. 
Air ~h0tos~ NFL6-199 & 200. 
Only fish stages. 
None. 
Very dn~~erous to all but small boats 
with local knowledge: Encumbered with 
rocks. 
Fair. 
Very bad~ Q very rough place. 
Harbour fills with northern ice and 
freezes while sea ice is on the co nst 
January to May·, depenc1ing on winds o 
None. 
Rock, with patches of gravel. 
It might be possible to link up some 
rocks with blocks of cribwork or con-
crete to make breakwater for sheltering 
small fishing boats and so prolong the 
fishing season here . Detail survey 
would be requir ed. 
Nil. 
Rock: loose and massive, locally. 
Gra,rel, locally. 
Timber: Round and sawn fron1 Nev.rman 
Sound and other Bonavista Bay Points. 
KEELS 
• 
From village street looking north 
-
-
-
-
MEMORANDUM FOR REPORT ON 
FISHING COIYIMUNITY SCHEDULES 
1. The population for settlements was derived from the 1951 census 
2. The number of fishermen, the number of boats and the fishing 
gear are those that are actually operating this year. In many 
settlements visited, there were a number of boats and a consid-
erable amount of gear not being used. 
3. The average age and literacy figures would perhaps be more 
applicable if an average were made of several settlements in 
one area. Without a detailed knowledge of every fisherman in 
a settlement, it is only possible to make an approximation of 
the average age and literacy. 
• 
4. The 1950 production of shore fish for settlements waH derived 
from the Fisheries Prices Support Board, Ottawa. 
5. In some instances where it was not possible to get the statis-
tics for the catch of a species of fish for a settlementJ this 
information was obtained from the statistics section of the 
Newfoundland Fisheries Board. In the majority of schedules, 
this information was obtained directly from the field work. 
The statistics for salmon and lobster are for total landings. 
No attempt was made to get the breakdown of sold fresh, pickled 
and canned forms. However, in the areas visited by the survey 
party, practically all of the salmon and lobster are sold in 
the fr e sh state. 
6. In many cases, for the historical notes on the settlements, 
other sources than field information were used. Among these 
sources were; Reverend Tocque's book entitled "Newfoun<lland 
As It Was And As It Is Now In 1887" and the Hon. J. R. Small-
wood's "Gazette of Newfoundlandfl. 
• 
• 
FISHING COMMUNITY SCHEDULE 
' . ' 
Settlement Keels 
Area Bonavista South. 
August 12, 1952. 
• 
1. Settlement: 
(a) Population 228 
(b) No. families engaged fishing 35 
( c) No. men engaged in woods work --
( d) No. men engaged other occupations 
--
2. Fishermen: 
(a) Total No. 56 
No. shore 56 Stationers -- Floaters -- Bankers & Draggers --
(b) Average age ? (c) Literacy ? 
3. Crew Organization: 
(a) No. of Crews 14 
No. of Skippers 14 Sons & Partners 42 
4. Method of Fishing: 
Sharemen --
(a) Cod Traps 10 Trawls 50 Cod Nets --
Hand lines yes Jiggers yes 
Salmon Traps 6 Salmon Nets 18 
Lobster pots - some. 
Herring Seines -- Herring Nets --
Mackerel Seines -- Mackerel Nets --
(b) Trap Boats 9 Motor Boats 20 Dories -- Punts 9 
Jack Boats -- Long liners - 1 Schooners --
5. Settlement Annual Catch: 
(a) Cod. Light salted (1952) Q's 2,000 (1951) 1,550 (1950) 2,516. 
Cod. Hvy. salted (1952) Q's --
Cod, Fresh (1952) lbs. --
(b) Salmon (1952) lbs, 14,600 
(c)· Lobster(l952) lbs. 12,000 
(d) Turbot (1952) bbls. ·-
(e) Herring (1952) bbls. --
Average lbs. --
Average lbs. --
Average bbls, --
(f) Mackerel (1951) bbls. -- (g) Seals, No. --
• 
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Settlement Notes 
' 6. Housing and Living Conditions: 
The fishermen have fair average homes.- 1'hey are comparable 
to those at Salvago and Happy Adventure but are not as well built 
as the homes at Fair Island and Flat Islands, 
7. Fish Processing Facilities: 
(a) Existing Plants - Nil •. 
(b) Conditions of flakes, stages and fish sheds •• 
The fishermen's stages and sheds are in average condition. 
The fish flakes are well elevated above the ground and are covered 
with boughs • . Most of the flakes have gates on them to keep the 
goats out • . 
8. Marketing: 
(a) Who buys fish •. - Robert Mash of Kee)s •. The fish is sent from 
Keels to Elliston. 
9. Financing: 
(a) Credit extended to fishermen •. 
Fishermen buy supplies both on a cash and credit basis. 
10. Co-operative Development: Nil. 
11. The Settlement's Area of Economic Influence: 
Local influence only. 
12 • . Historical Notes: 
Keels is supposed to have derived its name from Cabot's 
discovery of Cape Bonavista. Cabot first sent his boats ashore to 
get water here. It is a very old fishing settlement. In recent 
years the population has been declining. The census of 1935 lists 
the population as 372, and by the 1951 census, the population is 
now only 228. 
13. Additional Notes on Fishery and other Resources and Attitude of 
Fishermen etc .. : 
The cod trap season lasts from June 1 to July 15. , 'I'here are 
nine trap crews with four men in each crew. · 'I'here are also five 
trawl crews with four men in each crew • . 
There is a small long liner owned by Robert Mash. - There are 
only two men as crew • . They started long-lining very recently in 
this area • . 
There were thirty-six men fishing salmon here this year. Most 
of the men made about $150. The price of salmon was .27~ per lb. · 
this year •. Last year they had a better catch than they had this 
year •. T~ey averaged $200 per man •. 
There were twelve men fishing lobster this year. The 
fishermen received .18¢ per lb. for lobster. They had a better 
catch than in 1951 • . 
The fishermen appear to be good workers. They look after 
their fish and take some care in drying it • . 
AGRICULTURE 
Glossary of terms used in attached report 
Small subsistence gardens: 
Garden type agriculture: 
Areas of less than )00' sq. used 
for vegetable production. 
Areas over 500' sq. and less than 
one half acre producing vegetables. 
Small farm type agriculture: Areas over one half acre but less 
than three acres, under cultivation. 
Minor number of sheep: 
Moderate number of sheep: 
Large number of sheep: 
Minor or limited amount of 
pasture or hay land: 
Moderate amount of pasture 
and hay land: 
Large amount of pasture and 
hay land: 
Minor or small numbers, of 
hens: 
Minor, small or limited 
amounts of vegetables: 
Less than twenty sheep. 
Over twenty but less than one 
hundred sheep. 
Over 100 sheep. 
Area less than five acres of 
lated patches of pasture and 
land. 
• lSO-
hay 
Area more than five acres and less 
than twenty acres. 
Area over twenty acres. 
One to twelve hens maintained for 
individual family use. 
Production much less than require-
ments. 
- . -
• 
11G RI CULTURE 
LOCATION~ Keels. DATE~ 13-8-52 
------------------ ________ ........ - --·-~-L''--... ·--
AGRICULTURE: 
SOILS: 
CROPS: 
LIVESTOCK: 
POTENTIAL: 
Small subsistence type gardens possi-
bly producing sufficient potatoes for 
local needs • 
Soils derived from weathering of 
slate parent rock and glacial till. 
Potatoes principal crop, with small 
amounts of cabbage and roots proclv.ced. 
Limited pasture and hay land. 
Approximately eight hond of cattle 
and moderate number of sheep, goats 
and he.1.J..3. 
No agricultural potential due to 
limited area and hilly, rock out-
cropped terrain. 
:FOll.ES TRY 
-----
The Economic Survey by the Federal Department of Fisheries 
was designed to cdver a wide diversity of fields so that the 
relative importance of each port might be ascertained. This 
portion of the report covers forestry, water supply and road 
communications, which were grouped because some assessment of 
each of these was possible from air photographs. Unfortun-
ately the scales of the air photographs, most of which varied 
between twenty-six hundred and forty feet to an inch and four 
I 
thousand feet to an inch, were such that only general inform-
• 
ation could be gathered. These reports can only serve as a 
guide toward the choice of specific areas for which detailed 
studies may be prepared later. 
The forests of Newfoundland now provide a greater 
proportion of her income than even her fisheries., and may be 
expected to play an even more important role in the economy of 
the fishing settlements when organization of the forest 
utilization progranlITles has been con1plett.;cl. l 
The forests of the coastal region, with which this report 
is primarily concerned, fall naturally into two classes: 
(1) Those forests close enough to the ports to provide 
fuel wood, tin1ber for lo cal needs and_ possibly lun1ber for 
local export. 
( 2) Inland forests on the licensed berths vvhich could 
provide employment. 
A forest belt extending inland three miles from the 
general line of the seacoast was reserved as a source of fuel-
wood and timber for the fish ermen. There is a large percentage 
· of rock barren and heath in this belt and the thin soiled 
areas carry stands of scrub spruce and balsam which may 
ever1tuc:tlly reach fuelwood size but vJ·ill not grow large 
enough for saw timber. One of the photographs of Ship Cove 
shows r,Ir. Robert Chancey stc:tnding in the n1idst of cl thirty-
seven year old forest which barely reaches to his knees. 
Tree growth is rc:.pid vvherever the soils are sui tc:Lble but for 
some reason most trbes seem to stagnate after reaching a 
• height of from thirty to forty feet. If the incessant cutting 
for fuelwood could be restricted, the better sites anywhere 
along the coast would produce saw timber, that is, trees six to 
eight inches in di2meter a t breast height. Residents of such 
barrer1 outports as Cook's Hclrbour, Ship Cove, Twillingate, Fogo 
and Joe Batt's J~rm all claimed that these localities were 
heavily timbered when the first white settlers arrived. They 
further stated th2t excessive cutting, fire and use of the 
spruce and balsam reproduction for fish flakes 2nd for sheep 
fodder had finally reduced the countryside to heath. On the 
hilltops trees were often growing in a thin layer of peat 
without 2ny mineral soil between it and the parent rock. 
Once burr1t, 110 gro1.r1th w2s possible 1111til 2 r1ew layer of soil 
had developed. This expl~ins how areas which coultln't 
possibly support a forest now might once have been wooded. 
The cutting of fuelwood is unrestricted in the 11Fisherman ' s 
Beltn but a license raust be obtained for the right to cut saw 
timbbr and a nooinal chnrgs per thousand board feet must be 
paid for all trees renoved. 
liost of the interior f'orest f'.rea is r1ovr held, (;ithsr os 
freehold or by long term lo~se, by the two large pulp 2r1d 
Limited end the Anglo-Newfoundland Developnent Company. In this 
report these companies will be given their local names of 
Bowater's or the Bowater Compa11y 2nd the A.N.D. Co1npany. Also 
of inte11 est is the Ir1tc~r11c-'. tion.:l l Grerifell J~ssocietion lirni t or1 
Canada Bny whGre the firm of Saunders & Howell is operating . 
Both the Bowater and the A.N.D. li1nits ars divided into 
large divisions on which the cutting is limited, at least in 
those vvhich vvere visitE::d by the Sllr'vey, to thc:i.t 2n1ount vvhich 
v1ould perri1i t C1. sixty Y'd(,:r cycle. Sir1ce grovvth on these lin1i ts 
is very rc:~pid, tl1i s progr2rnr1e could be continued ir1defi11i tely. 
' 
• Bowater' s have one di vision centred at T·Iainbrook on Hare Bay 
which is planned to procluce sixty thou_sarid cords of wood per 
year. A second centre at Deer Lake controls logging oper-
ations at the souther·n end of vJhi te Bay anci a third at Baie 
Verte is operating on a cycle similar to that of Mainbrook . 
Each Division has a large depot or depot town built for its 
staff which, unlike the average lumbering or mining town, is 
built for permanence. Some idea of the effect of these pulp-
wood operations on the livelihood of the Northeastern coast 
can be o btaj_ned by a si1nple calculatior1 of the number· of men 
employed and the average income from their operations . The 
average man cuts 1.75 cords of wood per day and is paid about 
six dollars per cord. If each man worked one hundred days, 
a sixty thousand cord operation would give three hundred and 
forty raer1 ar1 income of one thousand arid fifty dollars . In 
addition, there is the potential income from the hauling of the 
pulpwood to rivers, driving the logs down the rivers, or trans-
porting them from the river mouths to the mills. Divisions on 
ffare Bay c1r1d 1/Jhi te Bay deper1d upon the out ports for alrnost all 
of their labour supply while those south of Notre Dame Bay 
recruit their labour from all over the province . 
At present the high price paid for the cutting of pulpwood 
does attract men from the fishing. This need not be con-
sidered a ctisa_dvantage, as the' pulpvrood operations are planned 
to last indefinitely and some income should always come from 
this source. Besides more modern methods of fishing and 
processing may release men from that industry. Any plRnning 
for the devblopment of ports on the Northeastern coast should 
be done in conjunction with the tv.ro large pulp cor11panies . 
In order to simplify comparison of the many ports, the 
information h2s been presented by means of a standard form 
and short description. The meaning of each term and the 
reason for its inclusion on the form is given below . 
• 
• 
, 
Air photo coverage -- the roll and picture numbers of the . air 
1·1aps eraployed --
tJumber of f ar11iles 
present --
Area of acc8ssible 
forest --
photographs on which this area is shown. 
The first set of nurnbers c:i.re the pb.oto-
graphs covering the port itself, with 
the second set showing those required to 
study the general area around the port. 
This shows what maps should be used in 
conjunction with the report. , . r1oreover 
the information on a map at eight or ten 
miles to one inch is very general and not 
nearly as inclusive as that on one at one 
inile to an inch. 
• 
The first figure is the 1951 census of the 
population of that settl8ment. The total 
population was divided by a mear1 figure of 
five to C1rri ve at tr1e probable nun1bE;r of 
families in the settlements. Studies in 
other parts of Newfoundland have shown 
that each family will burn twelve cords of 
fuelwood per year on an average . 
This includes a very general figure for 
the r1urnber of a.cres of coran1ercial fore st , 
potentially comrnercial fore st and slovv-
growing scrub within 2 radius of five 
miles from the centre of each port . lf 
the port is lccated on a small island, a 
separate figure is given for the forest on 
the island itself. The q~ality of the • Glr 
photographs was often very poor so it was 
difficult to distinguish slow-growing 
forest from open heath. The are~1 s of 
forest are for purposes of comparison 
or1ly C1r1d not of sufficier1t reliability to 
' 
.. 
Estimated per cent 
of slo"l..v-growing 
be quoted. ' 
forest -- Much of the coastal forest consists of 
Ownership and 
control --
Difficulties of 
utilization --
Sawmills licensed 
for 1952 --
Distance to nearest 
spruce and balsam which, because of its 
slow growtl1, has no cornn1ercial value. 
This estir112te was based on the few ground 
observations and study of the air photo-
gr2phs. 
Alr110 st all good timber outside the thrH-
raile belt is under license. A tirnber berth 
nearby me2ns possibilities for additional 
en1ployrnent. 
Self-explanatory. 
Self-explanatory. The details of this 
production is confidential nnd could not 
be published. This information may be 
obtained from the Forestry Division, Dept. 
of Mines and Resources, St. John's, Nfld., 
or from the Federal 13ureau of Statistics. 
licensed timber -- This figure illustrates the potentialities 
Opportunities for 
using the port as 
of a timber berth for employment. It also 
indicates whether it would be possible for 
men to work on the timber berth during the 
week and return home on the weekends~ 
an exit for licensed 
timber -- This could mean the building of roads and 
h~rbour facilities in the ports. Even if 
these were unnecessary, it does mean extra 
employment at river driving and construction 
of the boom~'" 
• 
Forestry rating -- This is a summarization of the potential-
ities of the locality from the point of 
view of the forester. 
, 
A. (i) That the local fuelwood supply appears to be adequate. 
(2) That there is sufficiGr1t savv tirnber to supply loc2l 
lumber needs. 
( 3) Thc.tt there appears to be sufficient tin1ber for sonic 
local export. 
(4) That there are timber limits close enough to supply 
work and yet allow the workers to go homo weekends. 
(5) That the timber limit owners could use the port as an 
exit for their pulpwood or saw timber, 
B. (1) That the local fuelwood supply appears to be adequate. 
(2) Tha t there is sufficient saw timber to supply local . 
lumber needs. 
(3) That there appears to be sufficient timber for some 
local export. 
C. That there appears to be sufficient forest to supply 
the settlement with fuel wood nnd a lirni ted arnount of 
lumber for local needs. 
D. That there is n very limited fuel supply locally but 
fuel and saw timber is available within small boat or dog 
tean1 haul. 
E. Descriptions of the general geology and the forest 
soils have been omitted becaus G the Feder2l Department of 
Agriculture representative was a very 2ble pedologest who, 
because of the lack of agricultural soils in most of the 
coastal regions, was able to cover these subjects in 
addition to his other duties. 
Ir1 the problern of water supply it v1as assumed that 
dug wells would be used unless a gravity system could be 
installed cheaply. Thus a 12ko, in order to be con-
• 
sidered a satisfactory source, ha.d to drain toward the 
harbour so that water could be piped to the settlement 
• 
at no greater cost than the building of a small dam, 
the possible installation of a filtration bed, and the 
price of the piping and labour. The greatly distorted 
sandstones, slc:~tGs cind lin1estones so con1rnon a.long tl1e 
cocist of 1·Jt:;wfou11dlc-tncl suggest the possibility of 
c:lrtesian sources which, as in r11any of the to"Vlrns in 
Ontario, could supply large p1·occssing plants and with 
d. reservoir cind purnping syster:i Rll tl1e r1eeds of the 
settlement. The possibility of wciter from this source 
should not be overlooked at those places where lakes of 
suit2ble quality are not available . 
The ro2d studies ar8 , like those of the forests and 
the water supply, very general. They merely show 
whether the terrain is such .that roads could be built at 
Cl reasonable cost, and do not try to choose routes. 
\Jhen roads are pl2nned betweer1 specific points in this 
area , air photogr2phs can be of very great help but 
det~iled studies are beyond the scope of this report. 
SEAPORT SURVEY 2 NORTH EAST COAST I~EvJFOUJ\JDLAND 
Connnuni ty Keels 
Air Photo Coverage Al3443 (40 - 42) 
I~FL6 ( 198 & 199) 
~1aps en1ployed 2 SVJ ( 1 n - 8 rni 1 es ) 
Al3443 (30 -45) 
(71 - 79) 
(99 - 120) 
NFL 6 (175 - 179) 
(181 - 185) 
(197 - 204) 
(230 - 234) 
Preliminary Copy 2 C/11 Bonavista (Contoured Map 
at a scale of 1/40,000). 
l~ No. of fa railies present now (welfare). 228/5 - 46. 
2. Area of accessible forest. Approx. 8,400 acres. 
(a) Estimated percent of slow growing forest. 50% 
(b) Ownership and control. Crown Lands. 
J. Difficulties of utilization. 
(a) Existing roads from forest to port. One road to Broad Cove 
and from there to the main 
Bonavista road at King's Cove. 
(b) Possibilities for roads for est to port. Poor. 
(1) slopes 
(2) boulders, rock, etc. 
4. Savvmills licensed for 1952. 
5. Distance to nearest licensed timber - miles. 
6. Opportunities for using port as exit from licer1sed tirnber 
area . N.il. 
7. Forestry Rating. E~ 
KEELS 
A shallow exposed harbour on the northern coast of the 
Bona vista Pe11insula which is aln10 st cor11pletely isolated by tl1e 
brl.rren rocky ridges wl1i ch surround it. Due to the difficult 
terrain and the small drainage basin leading to the harbour, 
this region will always be dependent upon outside areas for its 
fuelwood and timber. 
At present Keels is a fishing settlement though it is 
possible that some use could be found for the reddish slates 
so comn1on here. One mc:i.n v1as reported to vvork in the woods all 
year and ten to twelve men were reported as casual woods labour. 
Water is supplied by two ponds just behind the settlement. 
This water appeared to be of good quality and the inhabitants 
used it vvithout purification. This water could be pur11ped into 
a re~ervoir if the cost of installing a gravity water system 
was considered justifiable. 
There is one very narrow road into this settlement from 
I\ing' s Cove which can be used by auton10 biles and trucks. The 
terrain is so difficult thnt no other roads are likely to be 
built. 
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HARBOUR FACILITIES• 
NA}1E OF PT..i!~ CE ~ 
EXISTING WHARVES: 
EXISTING BREAKWi-~TERS: 
APPROACHES FROM THE SEA: 
FOG CONDITIO I~S: 
STORM CONDITIONS: 
ICE CONDTTIONS: 
TIDAL PECULIARITIES: 
NATURE OF BOTTOM: 
POSSIBILITIES OF PROVIDING 
WH1\Rl7'l~G E AND SHELTl-SR : 
DREDGING RE .~UIRED: 
AVAILABILTTY OF CONSTRUCTION 
1'1ATER I1l1:::; : 
EVG. August 13, 19)2. 
King's Cove® 
Latitude 48 34'N. 
Chart No.293. Air 
0 
Longitude 53 19'W. 
photos~ NFL6-182 & 
Public Wharf ( 45 feet face) being 
enlarged. Coastal steamers use this 
wharf: an old private wharf on oppo-
site side of harbour; several small 
stages. 
183. 
None: Public Wharf gives some shelter. 
Good: open from Northeast to East. 
Fair. 
Northeast storms are worst. 
Freezes occasionally; harbour is closed 
by sea ice from January to May, depend-
ing on wi•d. 
None. 
. . 
... 
Varies; rock and gravel~ shoals rapidly 
at inner ends vessels at anchor seldom 
drift ashore but more often drag out to 
sea. 
Not good economically. 
None. 
Rock; loose or quarried, locally. 
Timber: round and sawn, from Newman 
Sound and other Bonavista Bay Points. 
KING'S COVE 
Looking from government dock toward end or cove 
• 
• 
Looking towards the sea over P.W. wharr 
King's Cove from the bridge 
FISHING C01'1M:UNITY SCHEDULE 
Settlement 
Area 
~ing 1 s Cove 
Bonavista SouthJ 
August 13, 1952. 
1. Settlement: 
(a) Population 253 
(b) No. families engaged fishing 9 
( c) No. men engaged in woods work --
( d) No. men engaged other occupations - a considerable number. 
2. Fishermen: 
(a) Total No~ 13 
No. Shore 13 Stationers -- Floaters -- Bankers & Draggers --
(b) Average age 40 (c) Literacy ? 
3. Crew Organization: 
(a) No, of Crews 5 
No. of Skippers 5 Sons & Partners 8 Sharemen --
4, Method of Fishing: 
(a) Cod Traps 1 Trawls -- · Cod l'Jets --
Hand lines yes Jiggers yes 
Salmon traps 2 Salmon Nets --
Lobster pots 400 · 
Herring Seines -- Herring Nets --
Mackerel Seines -- Mackerel Nets --
(b) Trap Boats 1 IVJ:otor Boats 5 Dories -- Punts 1. 
Jack Boats -- Long liners -- Schooners. 
5. Settlement Annual Catch: 
(a) Cod. Light salted (1952) Q's 270 (1950) Q's 785 
Cod. Hvy. salted (1952) Q's --
Cod. Fresh (1952) lbs. --
(b) Salmon (1952) lbs. 2,300 
(c) Lobster (1952) lbs. 12,000 
(d) Turbot (1952) bbls. --
(e) Herring (1952) bbls. --
Average lbs. --
Average lbs. --
Average Bbls. --
(f) Mackerel (1951) bbls. -- (g) Seals, No, --
- 2 -
Settlement Notes 
6. Hou_sl..:ng and Living Conditions ~ 
Good average houses. 
7. Fish Processing Facilities~ 
(a) Existing Plants. Nil. 
(b) Conditions of flakes, stages and fish sheds. 
What stages, sheds and flakes there are that are still 
being used are in good condition. The fish are dried on a 
thick layer of boughs on the flakes. 
8 • Mark~ t J_n_g_;_ 
(a) Who buys fish. 
J. T. Swyers of Bonavista. 
9. Financing_!_ 
(a) Credit extended to fishermen. 
10. Co-operative De~~lopment_;__ 
Nil. 
11. The Settlement's Area of Economic Influence~ 
Economic influence is limited to the local area. There is 
very little activity here. 
12. Historical Notes~ 
King's Cove is supposed to date back to the time of John 
Cabot. It used to be the home of Labrador fishermen. A large 
number of schooners used to go to Labr~dor from this settlement. 
The Labrador fishing dropped off when Ryan's firm closed. This 
firm used to supply the crews~ The population has decreased 
from 345 in 1935 to 253 in 1951. 
13. Additional Notes on Fishery and other Resources and Attitude of 
Fishermen, etc.~ ______ . ·---- - ·-
The fishing effort has dropped to practically nil. However, 
in the last two years the same number of fishermen have operated 
inshore. There is a cod trap crew consisting of five men and 
four other two men crews who fish lobster. 
The price of lobster was from .22¢ to .24¢ this year. The 
four crews fish about 100 pots each~ 
There were only two men fishing salmon this year. They said 
the price of salmon varied all the way from ~40¢ at the first of 
the season to .25¢ for large and ~15¢ for small at the end of the 
season. 
AGRICULTURE 
Glossar7 of terms used in attached report 
Small subsistence gardens: 
Garden type agriculture: 
Areas of less than )00' sq. used 
for vegetable production. 
Areas over 500' sq. and less than 
one half acre producing vegetables. 
Small farm type agriculture: Areas over one half acre but less 
than three acres, under cultivation. 
Minor number of sheep: 
Moderate number of sheep: 
Large number of sheep: 
Minor or limited amount of 
pasture or hay land: 
r.'.foderate amount of pasture 
and hay land: 
Large amount of pasture and 
r1ay land: 
Minor or small numbers, of 
hens: 
Minor, small or limited 
amounts of vegetables: 
.. .. . ~ -~ -
Less than twenty sheep. 
Over twenty but less than one 
hundred sheep. 
Over 100 sheep. 
Area less than five acres of 
lated patches of pasture and 
land. 
• lSO-
hay 
Area more than five acres and less 
than twenty acres. 
Area over twenty acres. 
One to twelve hens maintained for 
individual family use. 
Production much less than require-
ments. 
_ ... ·--- ... 
AGRICULTURE 
LOCATION: King's Cove. Dli TE~ 13-S-· .S2 
-- --------------- ------------ -----·---.. --
AG,RICULTURE: 
SOILS: 
CROPS: 
LIVESTOCK: 
POTENTIAL: 
J 
• 
Small garden type agriculture. 
Production insufficient for local 
noeds. 
Soils derived from glacial t.ili 
outwash sands and gravels. 
Potatoes principal '6rop, with 
moderate amounts of cabbage and 
roots produced. Moderate area of 
hay and pasture land. 
'' 
' Approximat~ly 19 .head of cattle 
and a moder~te number of she ep, 
hens and goats maintained. 
\ .,"' 
'· 
Verw limited expansion possible in 
imme~iate area, but substantial are ~ 
could be utilized on the outskirts 
of the town. 
SEAPORT SURVEY, NORTH EAST COAST NE\/JFOUrJDLAND 
Community Little Catalina Lat. 48°32' Long. 5.3°03' 
Air Photo Coverage Al3443 (135 - 140) 
IJFL6 (146 - 149) 
Al3443 (50 - 65) 
(82 - 90) 
(128 - 153) 
(190 - 199) 
NFL6 (145 - 149) 
(130 - 135) 
Al3444 ( 1 -. 10) 
:Maps employed 2 Svl ( 1 91 - 8 railes) • 
Preliminary Copy 2 C/11 Bonavista (Contoured map at 
a scale of 1/40,000. 
1. rro . of families present now (welfare) . 613/5 - 123. 
2. Area of accessiblu forest . Approx. 500 acres. 
(a) EstiDatcd percent of slow growing forest. 40%. 
(b) Owr1crship and control. Crown Lands. 
\ 
3. Difficulties of utilization. 
(a) Existing roads from forest to porto 
(b) Possibilities for roads forest to port. The road to 
Bonavista runs through near 
barrens but that one running west 
fro1r1 Catalina ruachus forest in 
about threu miles . This is the 
closest timber and is about six 
miles fron Little Catalina. This 
terrain is not rugged and road 
building is possible up most of 
the valleys. 
(1) slopes 
(2) boulders, rock, etc. 
4. Sav-rrnills licensed in 1951 o 
5. Distancu to nearest licensed timber -- uiles . 
6. Opportunities for using port as exit from licensed timber 
area. IJil. 
7. Forestry Rating . E. 
LITTLE CATALINA 
Tho land within two or three railes of Little Catalina is 
all heath or rock barren . Southwest of this port there are 
scattered stands of scrub and small timber . Fuel wood and a 
limited supply of timber can be hauled by truck from a timbered 
area throe miles west of Catalina . 
There aru several lakes nearby which could be used for CJ. 
gravity watur supply system . ., 
( 1) A small lake one n1ile north of th8 settl8n1cnt . The lake 
appears to be deep but it is too small to supply th8 whole 
settlement . 
(2) A srnnll laku a mile and a quci.rtor northwest of Little 
Catalina . It also appears too s@all to supply the settle-
ment . 
(3) A lci.rger lake fed by thruG strenms which is one ci.nd 
three-qunrters r1iles west . It Rppeurs quite satisfactory 
from the Air photographs . 
( 4) A lC'.kc thre~-qu8rters of a rnilu ·southvvost of the settlen1ent . 
The water vv-as not tested in nny of these lnkes but this 
superficial ex2uination indic8tes that there nre few settlen1cnts 
so happily situntod . 
Thero is a good gravel rand to Bonnvistn nnd Elliston to 
the north and Cat2lin~ , l)ort Union and Trinity to the south . 
The road running west from Cntnlinn taps o forest nren three L1ilos 
v1e st of thr. t to-v1n . 
Possibly due to the difficulty of reaching mature forests 
from here , few people work in the woods . Fifty or sixty men 
were reported to be working at Goose Airport nnd Seven Islnnds , 
but only tun to twelve men went to the pulp camps during the 
fishing off-season . 
HARBOUR FACILITIES: 
N.i'\.l\1E OF PLJ\CE: 
EXISTING WHJU~VES: 
EXISTING BREAKWATERS: 
APPROACHES FROM THE SEA: 
FOG CONDITIONS: 
STORM CONDITIONS: 
ICE CONDI TIOj\TS: 
Catalina . 
Latitude 48 30~ ' N . Longitude 53 4~ ' W . 
Charts No . 296 and 4890 
Air photos: NFL6 - 146 & 147 • . 
Mifflin ' s wharf and Public wharf (55 foot 
face ) at which coastal steamer calls and 
which is now (Aug . 14/52) in disrepair . 
None: almost landlocked harbour . 
Fairly good . 
Fair . 
Fairly good: considerable surging with 
s om.e storms . 
Frozen January to April: Sea ice often 
blocks coast into May . 
rIDjL PECULIARITIES: None . 
N .. "- TUHB OP BOTTOM~ Varies; rock, gravel and mud . 
POS.SIBTL I. TIES OP PROVID~L.JG 
WHARF1~GE i\ND SHELTER: Not required . 
DREDGING REQUIRED: Bar off Hiscock ' s Point reported by Mr . 
A VJ\ TLABILITY OF CONsrrRUCTION 
"jVi ,, TF1R Ii' I ("'t 
. L'. 1 .. ~.1 i. .1 o : 
EVGo August 14, 1952 . 
A. Mifflin to require dredging as it is 
a hazard to Labrador schooners making 
for Mifflin ' s wharf . 
Rock, loose or massive, locally. 
Timber: round or sawn~ Bonavista Bn.Y• 
CATALINA 
Public Wharf 
Harbour, Port Union 
Fishermen's Union Trading Company 
head office plant, Port Union 
FISHING COMMUNITY SCHEDULE 
Settlement Catalina 
Area Trinity North. 
August 14.9 1952 
Population 598 
Settlement Notes -
---------
There were 7 trap crews using 18 to 20 cod traps here this 
year. All of the fishermen have trawls but are not fishing them 
this year. Three trawl crews from Catalina were fishing at Port 
Union. 
Salmon - There is no salmon worth while fishing commercially. On 
the north side of Trinity Bay there doesn't seem to be any salmon, 
but on the south side of Trinity Bay there is some. 
Lobster - Two or three crews that do not fish cod, go lobster 
fishing here. The catch, this year was 2,500 lbs. 
Little Catalina is a bigger fishing settlement than 
Catalina. There were only 35 mon fishing at Catalina this year. 
AGRICULTURE 
Glossary of terms used in attached report 
Small subsistence gardens: 
Garden type agriculture: 
Areas of less than 500' sq. used 
for vegetable production. 
Areas over 500' sq. and less than 
one half acre producing vegetables. 
Small farm type agriculture: Areas over one half acre but less 
than three acres , under cultivation. 
Minor number of sheep: 
Moderate number of sheep: 
Large number of sheep: 
Minor or limited amount of 
pasture or hay land: 
Moderate amount of pasture 
and hay land: 
Large amount of pasture and 
hay land: 
Minor or small numbers. of 
hens: 
Minor, small or limited 
amounts of vegetables: 
Less than twenty sheep. 
Over twenty but less than one 
hundred sheep. 
Over 100 sheep. 
Area less than five acres of iso-
lated patches of pasture and hay 
land. 
Area more than five acres and less 
than twenty acres . 
Area over twenty acres . 
-
One to twelve hens maintained for 
individual family use. 
Production much less than require-
ments. 
LOCATION: Catalina. 
AGRICULTURE: 
SOILS: 
CROPS: 
LIVESTOCK: 
POTENTIAL: 
AGRICULTURE 
----...-....-..... -·------
Subsistence type gardens with production 
less thnn local needs. 
Derived from g lacial till. 
Potatoes principal crop, together with 
very limited qunntitios of cabbage and 
roots. Very limited hay and pasture 
areas. 
Limited numbers of shoepj goats, horso s 
and hons, and approximntely three hcnd 
of cattle maintninod . 
Little agricultural expansion possible 
due to rough, rock outcropped and 
bouldory terrain. 
SEAPOHT SURVEYJ HORTH EAST COAST NLVJFOUIJDLAND 
Community Catalina a.O y Lnt . 4o 31 
Air Phot Coverage Al3443 (144- 146) 
NFL6 (132 - 136 ) 
Long . 53°05 ' 
Al3443 (82 - 90) 
(128 - 153) 
(190 - 199 ) 
Al3444 (1 - 10) 
(50 - 70) 
1JFL6 (146 - 149 ) 
(130 - 135 ) (157 - 161) 
rJiaps employed 2SW (ln - 8 miles ) 
Preliminary copy 2 C/11 Bonavista (Contoured 
Map at n sc8le of 1/40 , 000) . 
1 . No . of fcimilies present now (welf2ro) . 598/5 - 120 . 
2 . Area of accessible forest . Approx . 4 , 000 acres . 
( Ll ) Estir:12tcd percent of slow growing forest . 40% 
( b) Ownership C:tnd control . Crovvn lands . 
3. Difficulties of utilization . 
(a) Existing ro2ds from forest to port . The ro8d running from 
Cnt2linCl west to the north east 
of the peninsuln crosses tiubercd 
aren . 
(b) Possibilities for ro8ds forest to port . Tho terrain is not 
rugged nnd ronds could be built 
with compClrntive ease . 
(1) slopes 
(2) boulders , rock , etc . 
4. Sawmills licensed for 1952 . - 1 . 
5 . Distance to nearest licensed timber - - miles . 
~ 6 . Opportunitius for using port ns oxit fron1 licensed tiwber 
are2 . Nil . 
7. For8otry Rnting . c. 
CATALINA • 
The road running west from Catalina , together with 
the skidding trails converging to it , make a fairly exten-
sive aroa of forest accessible to this port . The air photo -
graphs indJ.cate that the best timber has been removed . This 
limited supply of timber is extremely important to the whole 
outer end of the peninsula . 
There are no l akes suitable for a gravity water system. 
If a reservoir was constructed on the hill immediately west of 
tho town wator could be pumped to it from the lakes only five 
to six hundred fe et away . 
There are roads running north to Bonavista and Elliston9 
south to Trinity and west to the Cabot Highway near Amherst Cove . 
These should be sufficient. 
Catalina is a fishing settlement . Only five or six mon 
wore roportod to work in the woods as either permanent or casual 
woods l abour . 
( "Y \ 
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HARBOUR FACILITIES 
NAME OF PLACE: 
EXISTING WHARVES: 
EXISTING BREAKWATERS: 
APPROACHES FROM THE SEA: 
FOG CONDITIONS~ 
STORM CONDITIONS: 
ICE CONDITIONS: 
TIDAL PECULIARITIES: 
NATURE OF BOTTOM: 
POSSIBILITIES OF PROVIDING 
WHARFAGE AND SHELTER: 
DREDGING REQUIRED: 
AVAILABILITY OF CONSTRUCTION 
Port Union . 0 o Latit~de 48 30'N. Longitude 53 5'W. 
Chart No . 296 . Air photos: NFL6- 147 
& 148. 
F.U.T.Co. fish plant has two jotty 
type wharves and a breast wall . 
Jetties are about 200 nnd 250 feet 
long by 25 and 20 foet long respec-
tively~ the easter ly one being logger. 
None, practically landlocked harbour . 
Fairly good . 
Fair . 
Fairly good; some surging with 
northeasterly storms . 
This arm of the harbour seldom freezes . 
Sea ice may block coast January to May, 
depending on winds . 
None . 
Varies, rock, gravel nnd mud . 
Not required. 
Nil . 
M11TERIALS: Rock, loos e and massive, locally. 
Timber: round or sawn: Bonavista Bny, 
EVG o 1 .. ugust 15, 1952. 
FISHING COM1'1UNITY SCHEDULE 
-- .. ··-·-
Settlement Port Union _ .. ____ _ 
Area Trinity North 
August 15, 1952. 
Population 644 
Settlement Notes -
The Port Union Fish~Fmen's.JJ~~on Trading ComEan11> 
Handles all the light-salted cod for its branch stores ~ Has 
19 branches located in the following settlements~ 
Port Rexton 
Champneys 
Catalina 
Elliston 
Bona vista 
Princeton 
Musgravetown 
Greens pond 
Valleyf iold 
Wesleyville 
Cape Island 
Doting Cove 
Ladle Cove 
Seldom 
Tilting 
Joo Batt's Arm 
Herring Neck 
Nipper's Harbour 
La Scie 
Only 4 of the above branch stores do not buy fish. 
Port Union's Exports of Cod 
The Port Union Harbour is the exporting csntre for about 
one-quarter of the light-salted (shore-curo) cod produced in 
Newfoundland. Annual oxports from here total roughly 250,000 
Q's . The main exporters are; The F.U.T.Co., J . T. Syyers, and 
S . W~ Mifflin & Sons. The fish is shipped directly to Portugal, 
Italy & PucT~..o~Rica. ~od is shipped to the Portuguese Market in 
bulk. To the other markets the cod is packed in various sized 
barrels and boxes. Tho last two years P1.J.(1rt.oRicn has asked for 
shipments in 100 lb boxes. The F.u.T.Co . hires 4 coopering men 
the year around to cooper the various sized barrels and other 
containers. 
AGRICULTURE 
~lossary of terms used in attached report 
Small subsistence gardens: 
Garden type agriculture: 
Areas of less than 500' sq . used 
for vegetable production . 
Areas over 500 ' sq . and less than 
one half acre producing vegetables . 
Small farm type agriculture: Areas over one half acre but less 
than three acres, under cultivation. 
Minor number of sheep: 
iVIodera te nurnber of sheep: 
Large number of sheep~ 
Minor or limited amount of 
pasture or hay land: 
Moderate amount of pasture 
and hay land: 
Large amount of pasture and 
hay land~ 
Minor or small numbers, of 
hens~ 
Minor, small or limited 
amounts of vegetables: 
. ,. .. - .... 
Less than twenty sheep . 
Over twenty but less than one 
hundred sheep . 
Over 100 sheep . 
Area less than five acres of iso-
lated patches of pasture and hay 
land . 
Area more than five acres and less 
than twenty acres . 
Area over twenty acres . 
One to twelve hens maintained for 
individual family use . 
Production much less than require-
ments . 
- -
LOCATION: Port Union. 
AG.RICULTUR:=: ~ 
SOILS: 
CROPS: 
LIVESTOCK: 
POTENTIAL: 
AGRICULTURE 
DATE: 1.5-8-.52 
----· ·-------
Very small subsistence typo gardens 
producing much loss than loco.l roquiro-
monts . 
Soils deriv8d from glacial till and 
wuathoring of slates and sandstone. 
Potatoes in limited quantity together 
with small amounts of cabbage and 
roots. 
Very small hay and pasture area. 
Limited number of cattle, sheep, 
goats, horses and hens. 
No agricultural potential due to 
rough hilly topography and bouldery, 
rock-outcropped surface. 
SEAPORT SURVEY, NO~TH EAST COAST NEWFOUNDLAND 
Comrnuni ty Port Union 
Air Photo Coverage Al2443 (196 19$) Al2443 
NFL6 (132 - 136 
Al2444 
NFL6 
(130 153) 
(190 - 199) 
( 1 - 10) 
( 50 70) 
(146 - 149) 
(130 - 136) 
(157 - 162) 
~1Iaps employed 2 SW ( 1 fY - 8 miles) o 
Preliminary copy 2 C/11 Bona vista (Contoured llfap 
at a scale of 1/40,000). 
1. No. of families present now (welfare). 644/5 - 129. 
2. Area of accessible forest. Approx. 4,000 acres. 
(a) Estimated percent of slow growing forest. 40%. 
( b) Ovvnership and control. Crown lands. 
3. Difficulties of utilization. 
(a) Existing roads fror,i forest to port. As for Catalina o 
(b) Possiblilities for roads forest to port. 
(1) slopes 
(2) boulders, rock, etc. 
4. Sawmills licensed for 1952. 
5. Distance to nearest licensed tiri1ber -- miles. 
6. Opportunities for using port as exit from licensed timber 
area. I'Jil. 
7. Forestry Rating. C. 
PORT UNION 
Port Union and Catal ina were originally developed a t 
opposite ends of Catalina Harbour but have now grown 
together . The forestry and wood communication problems are 
the same for both . 
The stream coming into the south end of Catalina 
harbour has been devel oped for hydro-electric power and a 
water supply . There are no sowage disposal fac i lities . 
Practically all oen in Port Union work for the 
Fisherr:1en Ts Union Trading Company . l~o-one was reported as 
being employed on woods operations . 
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HARBOUR FACILITI ES 
NAME OF PLACE: 
EXISTING WHARVES~ 
EXIST1NG BREAKWATERS: 
APPROACHES FROM THE SEA: 
STORM CONDITIONS: 
FOG CONDITIONS: 
TIDAL PECULIARITIES: 
NATURE OF BOTTOM: 
POSSIBILITIES OF PROVIDING 
WHARFAGE AND SHELTER: 
BREDGING REQUIRED: 
AVAILABILITY OF CONSTHUCT TON 
Me l rose . 0 0 Latitude 48 28~ 1 N . Longitude 53 4 ' W. 
Chart No . 296. Air photos: NFL6- 148 &149 
Fish stages only . 
Concrete breakwater at southerly corner , 
partially built, now 4 feet wide , 81 
feet long, erected in 1948. 
For small fishing boats only: entrance 
is beset with rugged rocks, some show-
ing and some under water . Loading 
l ights are exhibited for uso of fisher-
men who desire to enter this harbot-Y") . 
Poor: Rocks only give partial protec-
tion. Northeasterly to easterly storms 
are worst . 
Fair . 
None . 
Rocky and gravelly. 
Present breakwater might well be rais ed 
3 or 4 feet and extended, possibly a 
change in direction of extension would 
be more effective than a longer straight 
breakwater . Detail study would have to 
be made . 
Not practical to dredge hero . 
MATERIALS~ Gravel, Rock, loose or rnassive, locally . 
Timber~ round or sawn~ Bonavista Bay. 
EVG . August 15, 1952. 
FISHING COMMUNI TY SCHEDULE 
Settl ement Melrose 
Arca trinity l'J°or.th · 
August 15.9 1952 
1 . Sottlomont~ _____ .,..,.._ 
(a) Population 268 
(b) No . families engaged fishing 15 
2 considerable number 
(c) No . men engaged in woods work some 
(d) No . men engaged other oc~upations 
- -------·---
2 . Fishermen ~ 
( a) Total No . 28 
No . Shore 28 
Average ago 45 
Stationers Fl oaters 
( b) 
3 . Crew Organiznti912.L 
(a) No . of Crews 9 
(c) Literacy 80% 
Ba~kers & dra~~ors 
No . of Skippers e Partners -- Sharemen 19 
4. Mo thod oi;~ · Fi shi pgJ_ 
( a) Cod Traps 5 Trawls 10 Cod Nets --
Hand lines yos 
Sammon Traps 
Lobster pots 
Jiggers Y..es 
Sal mon Ne t s 40 
Cap l in Seines 1 
Herring Seines -- Herring Nets --\...) 
Mackerel Seines -- Mackerel Nets 
(b) Trap Boats 5 Motor Boats 6 Dories 
Jack Boats Long l inors Schooners 
5. Set!lemen~~Annual Catch~ 
Punts 
(a) Cod . Light salted (1952 ) Q' s 
Cod . Hvyo salted (1952) Q' s 
1 , 300 Avorag0 Q' s 
• Cod . Fresh (1952 ) l bs . 
(b) Salmon (1952 ) lbs . 3 ,500 
( c) Lobs t er 
(d) Turbot 
( 1952 ) l bs . 
(1952 ) bbls . 
( e) Herring (1952) bbls . 
(f) Mackorol (1951 ) bbls . 
Average lbs . 
Average lbs . 
Average bb l s . 
( g ) Seal s, No . --
.. . . . 
- 2 -
Settlement Notes 
-----··-.__....-~ . -· .. 
,,.-... 6. Housing and Li vir:ig_Condi tions: 
The houses arG a fair nvorago when comparod with othor 
settlements in this ar0no 
7. Fish Procoss~12&...!acili_ties: 
(a) Existing Plants~ Nil. 
(b) Conditions of flakes, stages and fish sheds~ Fair condition 
but getting old and allowed to go unropaired. 
8. Marke ting: 
( a) Who buys fish~ J. ~. Swyers, s. W. Mifflin, and the F.U.T.Co. 
The fish is exported direct from Port Union. Some years the 
fishermen arc ablo to sell somo fresh fish to tho Bonavista Cold 
Storage. 
9. ~inancing: 
(a) Credit extended to fishermen: Fishermen buy their sup""Jlies both 
on a cash and credit basis. 
10. Coope~_ative Development?. Nim. 
11. Tho Se ttlement 's Aroa Of · 1~conomic Influence: 
--·----- _...., .. ,._. _ .....,_.., __ _ 
~conomic influonc0 is limited to the local settlement. Melrose 
is tied in with the Bonavista, Catalina and Port Union sut t lcmo~t s. 
It is only ono milo by road to Port Union. 
12. Historical Notes: 
Until tho last two or throe yonrs most of the men from this 
settlement were fishing. In 1951, there were 50 to 60 fishermen 
here. This year there are only 28. Tho fishermen quit bocauso 
they were tired of making fish and bocQuse altornativo employment 
on the Bases and in tho woods wns mors attraftivo to thorn. 
13. Additional Notes On Fishery And Other Resource~_Ang At.y_it~q.e __ 9_:[ __ 
Fishermen, Etc.: 
The cod trap season extends from Juno 20 to July 31. Hook 
and line fishing can be prosucuted to November 15. Melrose fisher-
men have been privileged to sell fresh fish to the cold storage 
plant a t Bonavista some years because they have sold to the plant 
ever since it began operating. In 1951, they did not sell very 
much fresh. They sold an average of 40,000 lbs. per crew. I n 
1950, they sold an average of 75,000 l bs of fresh fish per prow. 
Salmon is caught chiefly for local consumption. On e fishe r-
man caught 1,000 lbs of salmon this yenr . The same man and his 
crow of two other fi shermen caught 400 Q'~ of cod this year. Thoy 
operated with only one trnp. In 1951, this crew hnd 500 Q' s . 
However, the skipper is the best fisherman nt ~elrose. 
SEAPORT 0UR.V~Y , NORTH_EAST COAST HLvJFOlJIJDLAHD 
Conlilluni t y 0 o T LC1t. 45 2o 
Air 11 hoto CovE~r<l.ge Al2444 ( 2 - 4) 
NFL6 (135 - 136) 
1ong. 53°05' 
Al3443 (130 - 153) 
(190 - 199) 
Al3444 (1 - 10) 
(50 - 70) 
(135 - 142) 
NFL6 (130 - 138) 
(1Lr6 - 149) 
(160 - 165) 
1Vi2ps un1ployed 2 SvJ ( 1 n - 8 miles ) • 
Preliminary Copy 2 C/6 Trinity (Contoured mci.p ot 2 
scale of 1/40,000). 
1. No . of fnmilies present now (welfare ). 268/5 - 54. 
2 . Area of rccessible forest . Approx - acres . 
(a ) Estimated percent of slow growing forest. 40% - 50%. 
(b) Ownership and control . Cro111n Lnnds . 
3 . Difficulties of utilization . 
(n) Existing ro~ds from forest to port . Rands to Port Union 
8nd Trinity . 
(b) Possibilities for ro2ds forest to port . Ro2d building is 
difficult here duo to the mnny low 
rocky ridges . 
(1) slopes 
(2) boulders, rock , etc . 
4 . 0uwrnills lic8nsed for 1952 . 
5 . Distnnce to nenrcst licensed timber -- miles . 
~ 6 . Opportunities for using port as exit from licensed timber 
cireet . - ITil . 
7. Forestry nnting . C. 
....----
The timber along the road running west from Catalina is 
within easy trucking distance of iielrose , but they apparently 
preferred to obtain their fuelwood and timber along the 
tiulrose-Trinity road . This countryside is made up of a series 
of low rocky ridges which are either barren on top or are 
covered with unmerchantable scrub . Tho valleys between these 
ridges wore forested but due to heavy cutting few largo trees 
remain . 
Melrose has several opportunities for a gravity system of 
water supply . Lakes west of the settlement drain down alongside 
the l\Ielrose- Port Union road . About tvvo thousand feet of piping 
would be sufficient for development of this source . Then there 
is a small lake south of the harbour which could be used for a 
liui ted supply. If both of these sources v'lere too sri1all , there 
are n series of lakes from two to three railcs southwest of the 
settlenent along the llelrose-Trinity road . 
Melrose has good gravel roads to Port Union and to Trinity . 
These should be sufficient for a settlcnent as suall as this . 
No unn fror,1 Iielrose worked in either lur_iber or pulpvrood 
CCl.mps . 
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HARBOUR FACILITIES 
NAME OF PLAC J~ : 
EXISTING WHARVES: 
EXISTING BREAKWATERS: 
APPROACHES FROM THE SEA: 
FOG CONDITIONS: 
STORM CONDITIONS: 
ICE CONDITIONS: 
TIDAL PECULIARITIES: 
NATURE OF BOTTOjY!: 
POSSIBILITIES OF PROVIDING 
WHARFAGE AND SHELTER: 
DREDGING REQUIRED: 
Trinity . o o 
Latitude 48 22'N . Longitude 53 22' W. 
Chart No . 296 . Air photos: NFL6-189 
8190 
Several private wharves: Public whar: 
j etty type, outerleg about 114 fee t 
long and 27 feet wiqe, is used by 
coastal steamers. It is being recon-
structed (Aug . 15/ 52 ). There is a 
small boat landing wharf at Trinity 
East . 
Excellent; natural harbour . 
Good . 
Good . 
Good harbour, practically landlocked . 
Frozen at interval s, late January to 
April: sea ice might block entrance 
to May butr southwest winds clear the 
harbour for ships to enter wibhin 24 
hours . 
None . 
Varies ; mud , gravel and rock. 
Good: If additional wharfage were 
required it should be built at Trinit 
East where it would be closer to the 
railway and highway system than is · 
the present wharf . Detailed survey 
would be required . 
Nil. 
Note: This is one of th~ finest natural harbours in the Provinc e . 
AVAILABILITY OF CONSTRUCTION 
MATERIALS: Gravel and Rock, loose or massive, 
locally. 
Timber from Bonavista Bay. 
EVG . August 15, 1952 . 
. ... .._. .. "' . . . .. . .. ........ . _.-...--·~ ......... ..., .. . ....... . ........ 
TRINITY 
Down harbour 
Approaching the public wharf wharf under repairs 
Central hill behind Trinity Vigorous young balsam reproduction 
Population 344 
Settlement Notes -
:B1 ISHING COMMUNITY SCHEDUL~S 
Settlement Trinity 
Area Trinity North 
August 15, 19.52. 
Very little fishing done here this year. No cod traps used 
belonging to residents from this settlement . Interviewed a man 70 
years of age who gave up fishing after last year . He had spent 50 
years as a fisherman. Has trawl gear on hand but no one using it . 
His sons work for the railway and only caught 10 Q' s of cod this 
summer while on their holidays. Since Rynn Brothers' firm quit 
supplying fishermen here 5-6 years ago there has been no extensive 
fishing done . Now tho salt and fishing supplies have to come from 
Mifflin's at Catalina with the result tha t the fishermen are often 
without salt when it is needed. 
Other Occupati9ns -
Many of the residents from Trinity are working for the railway. 
Others are doing other jobs away from the settlement. The fishing 
has died out here. 
AGRICULTURE 
~lossary of terms used in attached report 
Small subsistence gardens: 
Garden type agriculture: 
Areas of less than 500' sq. used 
for vegetable production. 
Areas over 500' sq. and less than 
one half acre producing vegetables. 
Small farm type agriculture: Areas over one half acre but less 
than three acres, under cultivation. 
Minor number of sheep: 
Moderate number of sheep: 
Large number of sheep: 
Minor or limited amount of 
pasture or hay land: 
Moderate amount of pasture 
and hay land: 
Large amount of pasture and 
hay land: 
Minor or small numbers. of 
hens: 
Minor, small or limited 
amounts of vegetables: 
Less than twenty sheep. 
Over twenty but less than one 
hundred sheep. 
Over 100 sheep. 
Area l ess than five acres of iso-
lated patches of pasture and hay 
land. 
Area more than five acres and less 
than twenty acres. 
Area over twenty acres . 
One to twelve hens maintained for 
individual family use. 
Production much less than require-
ments. 
... .. ... .. 
... 
AGRICULTURE 
LOCATION: Trinity. 
-------,------------------·---·- -·~~--.-... .............. ,.4 •• _..,. _ ___. ...... ,_, __ 
AGRICUL'rUHE: 
SOILS: 
CROPS: 
LIVESTOCK: 
POTENTIAL: 
Small, subsistence typo agriculture 
with production less than local needs. 
Limited pasture nnd hay land. 
Soils derived from glacial till and 
weathered sandstone nnd slnto. 
Potatoes principal crop, with smnll 
production of cnbbngo and roots. 
Limit ed number of sheep, hors es nnd 
hens, together with approximately 
two he ~d of cattle. 
No agricultural expansion possible 
due to rough, hilly topography and 
rock outcrop. 
Q.lfAf~Q.~_T Sl!HVEY ' r ..j"QHTH EAST COAST I~EvJFUUIJDLALD 
Comrnuni ty Trinity 
Air Photo Coverage Al3444 (152 - 158) 
Al3445 (5 - 11 ) 
NFL6 (188 - 191 ) 
. 
Al344Lr ( 35 - 50) 
(?O - 83) 
(118 - 135) 
(145 - 165) 
Al3Lr45 ( 1 - 20 ) (70 - 87) 
(105 - 125 ) 
NFL6 (171 - 175) 
(184 - 191) 
(200 - 208) 
~1iaps e1!1ployed 2 SVl (in - 8 miles ) • 
Preliminary Copy 2 C/6 Trinity (Contoured I1ap at 
a scale of 1/40 , 000) . 
1 • t.Jo . of far11ilies pre:sent now ( welfC1re ) • 34Lr/ 5 - 68 
2 . Area of accessible forest . Approx . - - acres . 
(a) Estimated percent of slow growing forest . 30% 
(b) Ownership nnd control. Crown Lands . 
3 . Difficulties of utilization . 
(n) ExistinG ronds fron forest to port . One road to llelrosc , 
one to Stock Cove , one to New 
Bonaventure and others running up 
vnlloys fror.i the harbour . 
(b) Possibilities for roads forest to port . 
(1) slopes 
(2) boulders , rock , etc . 
4 . Savrr.iills licensed for 1952 . 
5. Distnnce to nearest licensed tir~1ber -- miles . 
6 . Opportunities for using port ns exit fron1 licensed tirl1ber 
C1rec.i . Hil . 
7. Forestry Rating . B. 
TRil.JITY 
This settlement is locntcd on 2 mngnificiunt hnrbour on the 
south canst of the Bonnvista ~cninsuln . ~Jithin n fow milos nrc 
lakes Clnd strcc:tn1s sui t2bl o for the hydro- e;lectric <'.nd w2ter 
supply system of n lnrgo city . Few plncus hnvu so iaany nnturcl 
rLclvr~.nt0gos . 
The hills 2ru rock bnrr cn or scrub v.;hile tho wide vc.lloys 
nre wooded . There 2ro ro2ds up soveral of these valleys so thnt 
rnost of the for~st cnn be considered 2s rcrdily nccossiblc . 
Tri11ity h[:S rnnny large stronr.1s nearby but none Cfln be usod 
convenient l y by a sm2ll settlement . Some form of reservoi r ~rid 
pumping systcrn is th8 only altern9tivc to extensive piping . 
Though Trinity hc:s ron.ds north to Stock Cove , cnst to 
1ic;lrose Gnd south to I'Jevv Bon~vonture , oven r.iorc; nrc required . 
Cowpletion of the Trinity- Princeton rond would be t'. decided 
nsset nnd n rand up the vnlluy 1~ich ends at Trouty would open 
2 12rge nren of what 2ppe£l.rs to bo comriurcial forest . The 
forests could provide n large propor tion of the incor~e of a 
sottlencnt liko Trinity . 
Thirty to forty r11en 1iVcre reportud to depend upon woods work 
for nll or pnrt of thuir incomes . 
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HARBOUR FACILITIES 
NAME OF PLACE~ 
EXISTING WHi'~RVES: 
EXISTING BREAKWATERS: 
APPROACHES FROM THE SEA: 
FOG COND°TTIONS: 
STORM CONDITIONS: 
ICE CONDITIONS~ 
TIDAL PECULIARITIES: 
NATURE OF BOTTOM: 
POSSIBILITIES OF PROVIDING 
Hickman's H8rbour ( on Random Island) 
Latitude 48 6'N. Longitude 53°44' W. 
Chart No.296. Air photos: NFL8- 185 
and 186 . 
Private wharf of E. V~rdy: public 
landing wharf~ jetty type 9 about 90 
feet long by 20 feet wide . Used by 
small schooners bringing coal and 
small passenger boats as well as by 
fishermen . 
None: natural harbour . 
Good . 
Good . 
Good . 
FreGzes in severe winters from mid -
February to mid- April . 
None . 
Gravelly . • 
WHARFAGE AND SHELfJ.1ER: Public wharf might be lengthened to 
accommodate coal schooners better than 
nt present . Improvement of highway 
system connecting points on Random 
Island to mainland of Newfoundland 
will reduce use of wharf for passengers 
DREDGING RJ.:]QUIRED: Ni 1 . 
AVAILABILITY OF CONSTRUCTION 
JJL!~ TE:RIALS : 
EVG . August 16, 1952 . 
Rock , loose or massive, and 
Timber~ round or sawn l ocally. 
HICKMAN'~ HARBOUR 
(Random Island) 
Public wharf and R. Vardy's premises 
Taken from above the settlement 
(looking north-west) 
E. Vardy wharf 
FISHING C01'1MUNITY SCHEDULE 
Sett l ement Hickman ' s Harbour 
Area Trinity North 
August 16 , 1952 . 
• 1 . Settlement~ 
(a) Population 
(b) No . families engaged fishing 30 
( c) No . men engaged in woods work 11 
(d) No . men engaged other occupations some 
2 . Fishermen~ 
( a) Total No . 52 
• 
No . Shore 52 Stationers -- Float ers -- Bankers & draggers - -
(b) Average age 35 ( c ) Literacy 85% 
3 . Crew Organizat~on~ 
( a) No . of Crews 
No . of Skippers 
4 .. Method of Fishing~ 
(a) Cod Traps 5 
Hand lines few 
Salmon Traps 
Lobster pots --
Herring Seines 
r1ackere 1 Se inc s 
15 
15 
13 
3 
Sons & Partners 37 Sharemen --
Trawls few Cod Nets 
Jiggers few 
Salmon Nets few 
Herring Nets 100 
Mackerel Nets 
(b) Trap Boats l\'.Io tor Bo at s 1.5 Dories - - Punts 5 
Jack Boats Long liners Schooners 
5. Settlement Annual Catch~ 
(a) Cod . Light salted (19.52 ) Qr S 800 (1951) Q' s 1 , 200 
Cod . Hvy. salted (1952) Q' s 
--
Cod . Fresh (1952) lbs . 
( b) Salmon (1952) lbs . few Average lbs . 
( c) Lobster (1952) lbs . Average lb s . 
( d) Turbo t (19.52) bbls . 50 Average bbls . 250 
( e) Herring (19.52) bbls . 1,600 
( f) Mackor ol Average bbls . 350 ( g) Caplin (1952) lbs. 50 ,000 
- 2 -
Settlement Notes 
6. Housing and LiviDg Conditions: 
The houses are well above aV$rage when compared to other 
fishing settlements in this area . Hickman ' s Harbour is a beautiful 
little settlement. The homes are kept neat and attractive . Thero 
is only one family on re l ief here this year . 
7. fish Processing Facilities: 
( a) Existing Plants 
There are eight small herring and caplin factories . They 
employ up to 10 men in each factory during the herring packing 
season. The capl i n is sold in pickled, dried , and smoked forms . 
Most of it is sold to Canadian markets . 
(b) Conditions of flakes , stages and fish sheds . 
Fish0rmen ' s flakes, stages , and fish sheds are in average 
condition . 
8. Marketing: 
( a) Who buys fish~ Mr . Rueben Vardy and Mr . E. Vardy. Dried cod is 
ultimately sent to J . T. Swyers . 
9 . Financing: 
( a) Credit extended to fishermen~ The fishermen buy their suppli es 
both on a cash and credit basis . 
10. Cooperative Development: Nil . 
1 1 , Tho Settlement ' s Area Of Econ omic Influence~ 
The two Vardy brothers and Mr . Martin buy herring from fisher-
men at Britannia and other settlements on Random Island. 
A bridge is presently being constructed from Random Island to 
the Newfoundland mainland . This will provide a connection by rond 
between Hickman ' s Harbour and Clarenvillo and thence to St . John ' s 
or Bonavista . 
12 . Historical Not es~ Hickman ' s Harbour was nnmod after Captain Cook's 
pilot in 177b. It was first sottlod in 1850, by people named 
Blundell and Mnrtin . 
13 . Additional Notes On FishGr:y And Other Re~ources .~nd Att_~ tude g_f __ 
Fishermen, Etc . ~ 
Herring is tho main fishery and nll of tho fishormon engage in 
it . The herring crews consist anywhere from two to five men . There nro 
13 h erring seines here . The sonson starts in Novomber nnd onds in 
April . An average yoar ' s catch is 2 , 000 ~bls . 
There are 5 cod traps h ere . Not much fall cod fishing is done . 
The last thre e years the cod catch hGs been high. 
Mackerel nnd turbot nre fished hero, and the loc nl merchants 
hav e a market for caplin on the Canadinn mainland . Tho domnnd for 
caplin 
Random 
F . B. M. 
0 0 0 is increasing . 
The shortage of bnit is often a 
Island . The nearest Bait Depot 
There nre 12 local saw mills . 
n yonr nnd employ npproximntely 
hQndicnp to fishermen on 
is c.. t Bono.vista . 
They average about 250,000 
30 men . 
AGRICULTURE 
~lossarz of terms used in attached report 
Small subsistence gardens: 
Garden type agriculture: 
Areas of less than 500 ' sq. used 
for vegetable production. 
Areas over 500' sq. and less than 
one half acre producing vegetables. 
Small farm type agriculture: Areas over one half acre but less 
than three acres, under cultivation. 
Minor number of sheep: 
Moderate number of sheep: 
Large number of sheep: 
Minor or limited amount of 
pasture or hay land: 
Moderate amount of pasture 
and hay land: 
Large amount of pasture and 
hay land: 
Minor or small numbers. of 
hens: 
Minor, small or limited 
amounts of vegetables: 
Less than twenty sheep. 
Over twenty but less than one 
hundred sheep. 
Over 100 sheep. 
Area less than five acres of iso-
lated patches of pasture and hay 
land. 
Area more than five acres and less 
than twenty acres. 
Area over twenty acres . 
One to twelve hens maintained for 
individual family use. 
Production much less than require-
ments. 
,,..,., ........ f ' 
AGRICULTURE 
LOCATION: Hiclanan's Harbour. DATE~ 16 ... 8-52 
1\GRICULTURE: 
SOILS: 
CROPS: 
LIVES'rOCK: 
POTENTIAL: 
-----· .... ·-- .. ---·-- ... ··----... ·-----
Garden type vegetnblG production 
sufficient for l ocal requirements , 
togGthor with modGrate aroas of h ay 
and pasture. 
Soils derived from a slaty till and 
weathered slates. 
Potatoes principal crop, together with 
moderate amounts of cabbage 3 turnip, 
carrot and other r oots . 
Moderate area of hay and pastur e ln~d . 
Approximately six hend of cattle , 100 
sheep and small numbers of horses 9 
goats and hons maintained . 
No agricultural expansion possible due 
to rough, hilly topography and rock 
outcrop. 
SEAPORT SURVEY, NORTH EAST COAST NEWFOUNDLAND 
Community Hi ckman's Har bour Lat . 48°07 ' 0 Long . 53 45 ' 
Air Photo Coverage A. 13483 (223 - 225 ) A. 13483 (165- 175 ~(188 - 198) 
( 216- 23 0) 
A. 13484 (10 - 13 ) A.13484 (5- 18) (37- 47) 
(58- 59 ) (104- 110) 
NFL.7 (160 - 161) NFL 7 (108-111) (157-161 ) 
(185- 187) (230- 233) 
Maps Employed 2 SW (l" - 8 miles) 
Preliminary copy 2 c/4 Rarldom Island ( contoured map 
at a scale of 1/40,000) 
1 . No . of families present now (welfare) . 405/5 81 
2 . Area of accessible forest . Approx . 19 , 000 acres . 
( a) Estimated percent of slow growing forest . 10% to 20% 
(b) Ownership and control . Crown Lands . 
3. Difficulties of utilization . 
(a ) Existing roads from forest to port . See page 2 
(b) Possibilities for roads forest to port . See page 2 for 
suggested additiona: 
roads . The terrain does not offer any serious difficultiE 
for road- building . 
(1) slopes 
(2) boulders, rock , etc . 
4. Sawmills licensed· for 19520 (9) 
In 1947 nine mills cut 155 , 000 bd . ft . of lumber 
5. Distance to nearest licensed timber miles 
6 . Opportunities for using port as exit from l icensed timber 
area . Nil . 
7. Forestry Rating . B. 
HI CKrvIAN Y S HARBOUR 
An excellent hnrbour on the south shore of Rnndom Isl2nd . 
The countryside· east of here is rocky nnd bears little timber . 
North And west of Hickman's Hnrbour the terrain is less rugged 
nnd nlmost completely covered wi th small trees . Tree growth 
observed neor the h2rbour itself was very rnpid , lender growth 
of up · to sixteen inches being common . This region nppears to have 
more readily available timber thnn ~ny other port on the Bonnvista 
Peninsuln which was visited by this survey . 
There is one sh2llow lake northenst of the h~rbour and t~10 
others beyond it which might be used for a cheap water supply . 
There is nlso n smnll l~ke just behind the settlehlent which could 
bo used if some form of filtrntion could purify its swnupy ~mtcr . 
There 2re narrow roads suitnble for nutonobile traffic from 
Hicla11r:ln vs Harbour to Bri tanni2 2nd through Letdy Cove nnd Foster 1 s 
Point to Elliott's Cove . It is expected thnt this ro2d will be 
connected to the cnuseway under construction from Grindstone }Joint 
on Rundom Islnnd to Ililton on the mninl2nd . In l"lddi ti on 2 vvinte:;r 
trl!.ctor rand or snowrnobile trail up the vCtlley loc:-~ding northwest 
frorn ths hnrbour would gre0.tly nssist forest mRnngernent . This 
tr~il, in nddition to the present road system , would place ~ost 
of tho timber in the vicinity of Hickm2nvs Harbour within 
skidding distnnce of some rond . 
Thirty to forty men were reported to depend upon locnl 
woods 9perntions for their livelihood nnd ter1 to twelve men were 
employed by the l(lrgc pulp coriipnni es . 
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HARBOUR FACILITIES 
NAME OF PLACE: 
EXISTING WHARVES: 
EXISTING BREAKWATERS: 
APPROACHES FROM: THE SEA: 
FOG CONDITIO\TS: 
STORM CONDITIONS~ 
ICE CONDITIONS: 
TIDAL PECULIARITIES : 
NATURE OF BOTTOM: 
POSSIBILITIES OF PROVIDING 
WHARFAGE AND SHELTER: 
Deer Harbous (on Random Island ) 
Latitude 48 8~ ' N . 
Longitude 53°34 'W. 
Chart No . 296 . 
Air photos~ NFL? - 232 & 233 
Pub l ic Wharf , jetty type about 125 fee 
l ong by 20 fee t wide, used by coasting 
schooners and small fishing boats: 
a few fish stages and small private 
wharves . 
None: a l most landl ocked harbour . 
Good . · 
Good . 
Qyite good; only easterl y storms 
disturb the h arbour. 
Frozen February to April . 
None . 
Rocky. 
Not necessary. 
DREDGING REQUIRED: None . 
AVAILABILITY OF CONSTRUCTION 
MATERIALS: Rock: loose or mass ive , l ocally . 
Timber~ round or sawn: 
Tr inity Bay and Bonavista Bay. 
EVGo August 16, 1952 . 
DEER HARBOUR 
(Random Island) 
Small potato patches ex.tending up slope of harbour cliffs 
Public \Vhart 
L. to R. J.J. King, E.K. Penny, W.J. King, Lloyd King 
• 
FISHING COMI,1UNITY SCHEDULE 
---------·----·-.... - --
Settlement Do or Harbour 
Aro a Trinity North 
August 16, 1952. 
Population 186 
Settlement Notes 
Desr Harbour is supposed to be tho only settlement in Newfou~d-
land where a man works a cod trap single -handed. The o..verage catch 
this year was 70 to 75 Q's per rnan . Thore are about 85 fishermen 
h er e . The settlement is dependent on fishing. Thero is hardly a 
man here that doesn 't fish at one time or nnothor . There are 50 
families resident at Deer Harbour o As well as cod fishing, the 
fishermen go out for mackerel here • . They also catch some horring 
although the l ns t two years they have had a very small type of 
herring around here . 
The cod is bought by s . W. Mifflin and by Mr . Green, who is the 
agent for Fishery Product s located at Thoroughfare . There is not 
much credit given out by merchants in this settlement . 'I1hey ge t n 
few supplies of salt and twine from Mifflin and Green . Occasionally 
they have difficulty getting salt because there is no merchant supply-
ing salt at Deer Harbour . The price of salt is ~;·~7.30 per hhd . this 
year . 
Woods Work -
Ther e are a few small local sawmills on Random Island . Thos o 
are just family affairs employing 4-5 men in each mill . 
AGRICULTURE 
~lossary of terms used in attached report 
Small subsistence gardens: 
Garden type agriculture: 
Areas of less than 500 ' sq . used 
for vegetable production . 
Areas over 500' sq . and less than 
one half acre producing vegetables. 
Small farm type agriculture: Areas over one half acre but less 
than three acres, under cultivation. 
Minor number of sheep: 
lVIodera te nun1ber of sheep: 
. Large number of sheep: 
Minor or limited amount of 
pasture or hay land: 
Moderate amount of pasture 
and hay land~ 
Large amount of pasture and 
hay land~ 
Minor or small numbers, of 
hens: 
Minor, small or limited 
amounts of vegetables: 
\ 
.. ... .. 
Less than twenty sheep. 
Over twenty but less than one 
hundred sheep • 
Over 100 sheep . 
Area less than five acres of iso-
lated patches of pasture- and hay 
land . 
Area more than five acres and less 
than twenty acres . 
Area over twenty acres . 
One to twelve hens maintained for 
individual family use. 
Production much less than require-
ments . 
- .. ... .. . 
- -. 
• 
... ,....., 
. . .,. 
.· . 
AGRICULTURE 
LOCATION: Door Harbour. DATE: 16-8-52 
• 
-----------· --· ·---·-,---------·· ------··------' 
AGR:ITGULTURE:. 
SOILS: 
CROPS: 
LIVESTOCK: 
POTENTI.@L~ 
Subsistence type gardens, producing 
much less than local requirements. 
Soils derived from slnty till or 
weathering slaty parent rock. 
Potatoes principal crop, with minor 
quantities of cabbage and roots mnin-
tained o Very limited pasture and hay 
area., 
Limited numb er of shoop and goats 
maintained. 
No potential agriculturally, duo to 
rough, hilly topography, lack of soi l 
and rock outcrop • 
SEAPORT SURVEY % NORTH EAST COAST ISE\JFOUNDLAND 
Comri1uni ty Deer Hnrbour Lat . 48°osv Long . 53°34 ' 
Air Photo Coverc~ge Al34S3 ( 184 - 185) Al3483 ( 17 4 - 181) 
IJFL6 ( 216 - 220) ( 182 - 19 5) 
(230 - 237) 
Scale in - 1320Y 
NFL6 (216 - 221 ) 
NFL? (230 - 233) 
r.1.np s enployed I11 il ton ( S calc 1 u - 2 nile s ) . 
Preliminary Copy 2 C/ 4 .ftandoti I slElnd (Contoured ~ inp Clt 
n scale of 1/40 ,000). 
1 . Ho . of f nrnili es pre sent novJ (-welf nre) 186/5 - 37 . 
2 . Aren of accessible forest . Approx . 7 , 000 acres . 
(n) Estinated percent of slow growing forest . 50% . 
( b) Ownership and control . Cro\/'rn Land . 
3. Difficulties of utilization . 
(o.) Existing roElds fron forest to port . Trails to Britannin 
and Thoroughfnre . 
(b) Possibilities for roads forest to port . Poor . 
(1) slopes - mnny st8ep gradients . 
(2) boulders , rock , etc . Soil appears vury thin . 
4 . Sawuills licensed for 1952 - 3. 
In 1947 four snwmills cut 14 , 000 board feot 
of lw11bur . 
5. Distance to noRrest licensed timb8r -- .Diles . 
6 . Opportunities for using port as uxit from licensed timber 
r-._ nren . --
7. Forestry Tinting . B. 
• 
·DEER HARBOUR 
• 
This settlement is situated on a sheltorod harbour at 
tho oasturn end of Random Island o Tho countryside north of 
DoGr Harbour is almost complotoly rock bnrron while that south 
of it benrs large stands of small timber . Theso stands wero 
not visitvd on the ground but tho growth of similar stands 
no~r Hiclanan' s Harbour was very rnpid . 
Deer Harbour is primarily a fishing settlement . Three 
mun wore ruportod as working full time with thG pulp companies 
and fifteen to twenty are employed pnrt timo by tho local saw 
mills . 
Deer Harbour could be supplied with a gravity wator 
systom at very little oxponse. If not used for the river-driving 
of logs, tho large stream flowing into tho centre of the harbour 
would bo onsy to develop . The first lake with an elevation of 
over 50 feet abovo sea lovol is only nine hundred feet from the 
harbour . If its elevation was considered too low, water could 
be piped from tho noxt lake which is approximately one hundred 
and fifty foet above son level . Another possibility is a lako 
two hundrod foot above sea level which is only throo - quarturs 
of a milo south of tho t~wn. 
Thero arc no roads and tho trails along which the tele-
graph lino has boon built are too rocky for cheap road construc -
tion. Since tho harbours on Trinity Bay aro seldom closed by ice, 
it is unlikely that nn expensive road will be built across this 
difficult terrain . 
• 
WELFARE REPORT 
It is not intended, in this report~ to present a detailed 
analysis of each community visited: on the contrary it is 
proposed to state certain general principles and indicate, as 
far as possible, their application to the problem of the 
future development of the north-oust coast from the point of 
view of public welfare. 
It is possible, but highly improbable, that one of the 
communities visited during the survey possesses all the re-
quirements for development, but any plan for such a community 
which does not take into consideration the effect of any 
proposed development upon the surrounding district is incom-
plete: in other words, development must be planned on a regional 
rather than a community basis. 
In each area it should be possible to provide the ordinary 
conveniences of modern civilized living as well as the means of 
earning a livelihood. This means that medical and health 
services must be available within a reasonable distance and that 
welfare and educational services must also be easily accessible, 
furthermore it is assumed that the educational services would 
not be limited to those offered•by one or more one-room schools. 
An adequate water supply for the entire community is 
essential if good health is to be maintained and , if the 
community is not to become an overcrowded slum, sufficient space 
must be available for suitable building lots. At the same time 
it should be possible to develop adequate telephonic and tele-
graphic communications within the area itself as well as with 
the rest of the Province. 
Above all it must be possible to develop road communications. 
Possibly this might, in the first instance, be limited to a 
local road system linking the settlements in each area but 
ultimately it involves a link with tho main highroad system of 
the island. 
Even the most optimistic estimate of the fishing season on 
the north- east coast would not exceed six months and it is 
doubtful if , under prevai ling weather conditions , the actual 
number of fishing days on any part of the coast ever exceeds one 
h~ndred twenty in any year. In t hese circumstances the presence 
or absence of alternative forms of employment in the area during 
the months when fishing is impossible must be a vital factor in 
any plans for fisheries . 
For the purpose of this report , the north- east coast of the 
island may be divided into the following areas: 
(1) Flower ' s Cove,which includes the coastline from St . Margaret ' s 
Bay to Eddy ' s Cov~ and extends inland to the foothills of the 
Long Range . 
(2) St . Anthony, which includes the peninsula formed by Pistolet 
Bay and Hare Bay from Raleigh to Ireland Bight . 
(3) Canada Bay , which includes Roddickton, Engloe , Canada Hr ., 
Conche, Crouse, Fishot, St . Julien's and Grey Islands as well 
as the area between Hooping Hr . and Harbour Doop . 
(4) Sop's Arm, which includes Jackson's Arm, Conoy Arm, Sop's 
Island and the area between Sop ' s Arm and Hampden . 
(5) The Baio Verto Peninsula from Westport in White Bay to King ' s 
Point in the South West Arm of Green Bay . 
(6) The Fortune Harbour Peninsula and adjacent islands east and 
west . 
(7) Twillingate, including the settlements on Twillingate and New 
World Islands. 
(8) Fogo, including the settlements on Fogo Island and Change 
Islands . 
r--..~ (9) Wesleyville which includes the coastline from Lumsden to 
Pools Island . 
(10) The Bonavista Peninsula - from King ' s Cove to Trinity. 
Any proposal for dovelopmont involving a community situated 
on an island should be scrutinized with groat care , rognrdloss of 
the proximity to known fishing grounds, as it must inevitably be 
completely isolated from the mainland for at least four months of 
the year . 
If any development is plannGd, there sould be a long range 
plan which should be sufficiently comprehensive to allow 
commitments to be made well in advance of actual operations and 
yet sufficiently elastic to permit necessary modification from 
time to time. 
THE BONAVISTA PENINSULA 
The experiments presently being conducted in the use of 
long liners and the processing of fish and fish products should 
give some indication of the courso to be followed in nny 
future developm~nt . 


